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Truly amazing scrapbook pages and sketches!The Amazing Page offers readers top-notch

scrapbook pages - under a wide umbrella of popular, tried-and-true themes - including family,

homes, falling in love, babies, toddlers, kids, teens, husbands, travel, sports and much more. This

book offers a wealth of page ideas for any scrapbooker, beginner to advanced, plus a CD-Rom with

75 of the best page layout sketches based on the pages in the book. This book offers:A fabulous

selection of never-before-seen scrapbook pages covering a wide variety of themes and styles that

will spark reader's imaginationsHelpful tips and tricks from contributors plus sidebars and tip boxes

to offer additional information on design, concept, photography, color and techniqueCD-Rom of 75

printable page layout sketches to take all the guesswork out of designing great pages fastA colossal

gallery of never-before-published, contemporary artwork from our reading audience, The Amazing

Page is sure to inspire any scrapbooker seeking to capture precious memories and everyday

moments in their scrapbooks.
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Great book with a lot of ideas.

Good ideas

I'm an aspiring scrapbooker and he Memory Makers books have been an invaluable source of



inspiration for me. The freedom of expression unleashed in this volume collected from Memory

Makers contributors is staggering and a far cry from the traditional layout and design techniques I

learned so many years ago. The editors have compiled the collection in five chapter organized "by

the most popular topics seen in scrapbooks". Both analog and digital designs are displayed. While

mos certainly not a how-to book, each page does have a listing of the materials used, which is

helpful. Many of the pages harbor a very personal gestalt, the sum of the parts becoming an

inseparable whole. Going through here, I am inundated with ideas, restrained only by the knowledge

that I must crawl before I walk. This collection (and the additional materials on the CD) provide me

with a good part of the education I need.Jerry

lots of ideas,amazing price

I found this to be a great springboard for scrapbooking ideas. I borrowed this book from the library

and just had to have it. It's packed with pages on a huge variety of topics by some of Memory

Makers best scrappers. If you're looking for fresh scrapbooking ideas such as you'd get from

magazines, you'll like this book. I'm a die hard scrapbooker and have been for several years and I

really enjoyed this book.

Every time I get stuck with a page I reach for this book. There are so many different layouts that

there's always something that helps me to get over my "scrapper's block". There's also a short

description on the inspiration and construct behind each page. The reason I didn't give this five stars

is that I would have liked to see the pages grouped by style (eg heritage, contemporary, richly

embellished) instead of theme, now the truly great pages get too easily lost between the pages that

don't inspire me the least.

I really enjoy this book. Filled with ideas, I find myself returning over and over again for inspiration.

Some readers have mentioned too many embellishments. I must confess that I am one that loves a

page chock full of decorations, so if you are a fan of less, this might not be to your liking. This is one

of my favorite books....

If you are looking for a book to help you create Amazing Pages then look no further. You have

found it. I have used this book to create pages that others Ohhed and Awwed over. This is my new

go to book. Everyone at the crop wanted to know where I got my ideas. I showed them and told



them where to go to get the best price on this book.
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